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Thomas Pihl’s (*1964, Bergen, Norway) paintings and sculpture 
 centralize his critical dialogue with the phenomenon of the (over-) 
aestheticizing of western, everyday culture and the confrontation 
with the implications of mass production and mass consumption of 
pictures. through the smooth surfaces created by pouring paint, Pihl 
captures the smooth and perfect aesthetics of the visual everyday 
 culture. In addition to the paintings, Pihl creates sculpture, made out 
of the rest-material of his paintings. —Thomas Pihl lives in New York 
City as well as in Bergen, Norway.

I—am the first one to see the painting I produce, as they will 
appear for years to come. I am the one—to decide when not to 
technically work with a painting anymore—and leave it as is. The 
reasons for not touching the work—ever again—with neither 
medium nor pigment—is a choice sometimes very certain and 
without any questions. At other times works are left forever with 
doubt and difficulties I was never able to resolve—although I 
choose to define these frictions as original facts I can stand to live 
with—facts I am willing to expose to the scrutiny of a strangers 
pair of eyes—These marks may be interpreted as an inspired 
 irritation—for someone else it might read as a mistake, or a pause 
or a punctuation mark. It’s not for me to describe, because it is 
now the connection with the eye’s potential is established. That 
connection is what is important. An entire complex world, 
 triggered by the act of seeing is drawn in—and activated. If this 
contact is established—the quality ranges from micro phenom-
ena almost not detectable and hard to record—even for the eye 
itself. Or on the contrary—the contact might generate a solid 
visual bond.

My work is not mimicking abstract modernist formal strategies, 
nor commenting on specific cultural phenomena. I have though 
created my own theories. I have also studied and refined cultural 
interest that may explain certain visual vocabularies I utilize in my 
work. This fuels the creative engine in my own practice. All this 
observations and lines of thoughts, that follows my work in vari-
ous texts, is not important for my paintings encounter with the 
eye. It does not add anything to the visual quality of the experi-

ence. On the contrary my theoretical interests might blur and 
confuse the contact.

My work in relation to the eye is aesthetic and optical practice 
only. It is about to see and how to respond.

I facilitate a painterly layout with complex subtleties. I want to 
ignite a flow of creative experiences between the artwork and the 
act of seeing. I work the surface to a matt, smooth and sensual 
quality. The surface mimics an industrial fabrication: perfect, 
smooth and clean, it seems—but it is not. 

I disperse the fine pigment into a slab of clear acrylic medium. 
This is not only to enable an optic vehicle for light to physically 
penetrate and infiltrate the physicality of the painting. I create a 
blend of painterly and natural light—to a soup so merged—that 
it is difficult for the eye to differentiate. The layers and layers of 
translucent paint are laid out with almost invisible contrasts, to 
challenge and test the eyes capacity to discern subtle and barely 
visible phenomena. 

I do engage the eyes ability to pin down where the experience 
clearly starts, and where it loses the contact with the work. 

Again: The individual pigments float suspended, in a slab of clear 
acrylic. This transparent medium allows light to penetrate the 
paintings volume, to bypass the pigments, for then to fill the 
translucent space between the surface and the canvas. 

In my work the individual pigments are lit by the available source 
of light—like planets in relation to the sun. I utilize the individual 
pigments three dimensionality. The pigments closest point to the 
viewer—its “high point”—near the paintings surface and the light 
source, bounces most effectively the colored light back to the 
space—and to the eye of the beholder. Where the pigments 
 volume curves away—towards the canvas itself—less light hits 
the colored grain. The backside of the pigments surface floats in 
its own shadow—not in complete darkness—but in a reduced 
light value. This arrangement includes shade to the work. This 
shade again adds critical visual quality and a deeper hue to the 
color. Like an intrinsic subtle component to some ones mind. 
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The clear acrylic itself traps, and holds the natural light—for a 
slight immeasurable moment within—and ignites the painting.

The weight of the pigments varies form color to color. This depends 
on the chemical composite. The pigments settles in the fluid layer 
of wet paint according to is weight. Some of the  pigments are light 
and floats to the surface while others are heavier according to its 
physical complexity—These heavier  pigments—descend deeper—
towards the canvas and the layers underneath. The pigment finds 
its natural place in the fluid  chemical matter. When the process of 
the mediums coagulation starts to occur, the pigment has found its 
relation to weight and gravity. It has found its place in space.

This entire visual arrangement opens the surface to vision. 
 Eyesight is then allowed—not only to read and analyze the work 
as visual information: On the contrary my intention is to facilitate 
a display where eyesight itself—pierces the surface and bleeds in 
through the suspended fog of pigment and adds a subjective 
component to the visual experience. I think of it as a challenge to 
the eye—to include and activate the outskirts of its own optical 
and aesthetic abilities. 

Of the four paintings displayed in Palazzo Bembo 2011, three of 
them are 60 x 96 inches and one 72 x 60 inches. They are 
 specifically formatted to the room, to which of I was assigned to 
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for this project. That is: fairly large art pieces for a fairly small 
room. My central intention working with the limitations of the 
space—was not to fill the room to its maximum capacity per se—
but rather get as close as possible to the viewer and their eyes. 
This is what I felt was the spatial potential I wanted to confront. 
I made a model of the room in New York, and measured carefully 
the perspective between the observer and the wall where I would 
place my work. Much more than in earlier exhibitions I have pro-
duced, this exhibition space did not give the viewer any spatial 
escape—except for the door. I wanted to utilize this opportunity 
to facilitate an intense intimacy with the public. It was an open 
and free space with a trap quality at the same time. 

So how do I describe the colors of these paintings? I don’t. This is as 
problematic as photographing and reproducing my work. It is cre-
ated for time space and existence in reality. It’s created for direct 
contact. It is not made for documentary or any other  mediums: like 
words. So again: I do not describe the colors of my work. But one 
might label the three larger horizontal paintings in this show … as 
warm? I was personally interested in a fusion between warning and 
desire. Like drives within yourself that you cannot resist, but where 
you don’t know the consequences of reaching out towards. One 
painting was different: It was slightly smaller and vertical. It was 
dark, heavy and voluminous. I was thinking of an immense translu-
cent space, where light barely reaches. 
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A large space between a surface and the floor, upon this 
 enormous volume rests. It is a space that exists, but where your 
body cannot enter without any life support. But again: I do not 
tell any stories. My interpretation is private and absolutely 
 indifferent for other than myself. I made an exception though. 
I might regret it.


